TheSnowdoniaMarathon
By Rob Weekes

The Snowdonia Marathon. What a
beast of a race. Nearly 3000 ft of
climbing over the 26.2 mile course
which runs around the highest peak in
England and Wales. Twice previously I
have done this race and spent a lot of
time in specific hill training, logging
thousands of feet in training runs and
conditioning my muscles to the trauma
they would receive on the downhill
sections.
Not this time.
It was my original focus to have this as
my A race but as the summer rolled on
and I realised how well my training
was going I changed focus to Chester
and the sub 2:30 and Snowdonia
became an afterthought.
Big mistake.
This is not a race that likes to be an
afterthought.
Matty, Danny Jones and myself had

plotted a smash and grab on the team
place the previous year and now it was
a reality with both these guys lining up
fit and in good shape alongside me on
the front of the line, Adi Kamis and
Janet Kay also lined up providing a
strong Harriers presence in North
Wales.
The three weeks that separated the
two races held very little in real
training, mainly recovery and resting
with a little cross training and two or
three double figure tempo runs to
keep my fitness up.
There was two previous winners lining
up with us as well as an international
mountain runner and 68 minute half
runner and one or two familiar faces
and quality runners including local boy
Martin Green and Barnsley lad Gareth
Crook.
Countdown from ten and off we went
with the bright sun on our faces and
cold wind behind us, a fast downhill
first mile before the long climb up to
pen y pass at five miles. I soon realised

challenging Russell Bentley on his
terms wasn?t going to happen so
settled in hoping my fast start hadn?t
damaged the end of my race too much.
By about 3 miles I realised it was going
to be a long day in the mountains and
when I reached the top at 5 miles in
8th place I was already fucked!
The next section is a super fast
downhill bit on a gravel track and if
you over cook it here it can really
screw up your day. Armed with this
knowledge I held back yet still put in a
5:09 and 5:16 before getting back on
the road and the long winding gradual
descent to Beddgelert and the halfway
point. This is when I realised my pace
was slower than expected as I was just
ticking over at about 5:50 pace,
probably due to the cold bug I?d had
earlier in the week and the heavy legs
that hadn?t fully recovered from the
10.5 mile suicide squad effort 4 days
earlier. I reminded myself of all the
work I?d done in the summer on tired
legs and bit down on the lemon.
At the halfway point in 1:17:30ish- a
minute and half slower than I wanted I

knew sub 2:40 was unlikely now so
concentrating on reeling in the guys in
front kept on plugging away. I was up
another place into 7th after a brief
tussle with last years 5th place
finisher who had ambushed me on the
gravel road but fallen back on the
tarmac, and I had overhauled Gareth
who had set off hard but was losing
touch with the now spread out chasing
group. This part of the race was the
worst , the climb out of Beddgelert
was the easier of the three hills in the
race but into an increasingly strong
northerly wind on the most isolated
part of the course morale was low. On
the flip side I could see last years
winner- Danny Jones ( what a nice
name) up ahead and the gap was
slowly closing.
Up to mile 16 now and my pace had
slowed to just over 6mm pace into the
wind, fuelling was going well taking a
gel every 5 miles and snatching water
and isotonic juice when I passed the
stations.
At 18 miles I passed a guy from
Pontypridd who dropped ( our
competition for the team prize),
meaning I was now top 6, if you could
have stopped the race there I?d have
taken it but the best part of the course
was still to come and as the miles

ground out every step was a step
closer to finishing.
As we approached Waunfawr I was
level with fake Danny Jones but as a
previous winner I knew he was no mug
on the climbs and a glance over my
shoulders let me know Gareth was still
there and as a Peniston man I knew he
could climb too, this was a horrible
feeling because this climb was brutal
and I didn?t want to drop any places so
I crept past Jones and leaned into the
hill- all 2 miles of it!! Fortunately
halfway up we passed another blown
runner, 4th place now, another glance,
Jones on my shoulder, Gareth still
there, here?s the top, let?s see what
these guys have got on the downhill.
I don?t have a lot of experience on the
fells like DJ or Matty but I lived in
Devon for a long time and know how
to bomb hills, as soon as we hit a down
track I stretched out testing the guys
behind me, no response, awesome! I
started the descent into Llanberis. I
could see third place up front, this guy
was an England international mountain
runner but it was his marathon debut
so maybe he had pushed too early and
I knew if I gave every thing I could
catch him. I dropped a 4:56 mile down
that hill to reel him in then hit the
tarmac and onto the last 600 meters

which I covered at 4:49 pace, covering
the last mile and half of a marathon
faster than 5k pace is a great way to
make you feel a bit strange when you
finish, but what a feeling! Finishing in
front of my family and achieving a
podium position in the U.K.?s toughest
road race was really special and made
even better when the lads came
through in 10th and 11th to secure the
team prize with great times! Solid
performances from Adi and Janet too
and the organisers commented at the
presentation how usually it?s the locals
who win the team and how well we
had done really made me proud to be a
Harrier!
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